
Grades: K-adult

Procedure: 

1. Select about 20 terms to study and write them in the “Word Box” on 

the template. 

2. On each card, write a definition or question that corresponds with a 

word in the word box.  Make one card for each corresponding word. 

3. Cut out the question cards.

Optional – Make an answer key on the designated cards by writing a list 

of the card numbers and their answers. 

4. Make copies of the game template with the words in the word box. 

5. Put the game in a center to play. (Make sure students know how to 

play the game before asking them to play it independently.)   

Materials: Boards for each student, square covers for each 

student, set of cards for each group, pencils
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Subject: Any Subject Group: Any-Size

Modifications: 

English Language Learners: Focus on meaningful vocabulary that will 

affect their daily lives or their understanding of a unit being studied.  

Allow students to make the question cards for you by putting synonyms 

from their native language on the cards for them to match the English 

words on the board. 

Struggling Students: Help them write the words from the word box onto 

the board and review their meanings while writing.  For students who 

need additional help, allow them to work with a partner. 
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Write one word from the box in each square.  Pick up a card and place it face up where all 

students can see it.  All players find the answer and mark it, but do not say the answer out 

loud.  Put the cards used in a new pile.  Take turns turning over cards until someone covers 

four in a row.  Then the group must check the cards and the answers covered to make sure 

the correct answers are marked.  If they are, that player wins the game.

Word Box



Place the cards in the middle of the group.  Pick 

up a card and read it out loud.  All players find 

the answer on their own papers and mark it.  Put 

the cards that have been read in a new pile.  

Take turns reading cards until someone covers 

four squares in a row.  Then the group must check 

the cards and the answers covered to make sure 

the correct answers are marked.  If they are, that 

player wins the game.
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